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Abstract. Given any topological space X, it is possible to construct a locally

path connected space lpcpXq with the underlying set of X so that the identity

id : lpcpXq Ñ X is continuous and universal with respect to maps f : Z Ñ X
from all locally path connected spaces. This construction defines a functor lpc :

Top Ñ LC0 from the topological category to the subcategory of locally path

connected spaces, which is right adjoint to the inclusion LC0 Ñ Top. In this
expository note, we detail the basic topological properties of this construction

and highlight some of its applications in algebraic topology.

1. Introduction

The “locally path-connected coreflection” takes in a space X and outputs a
locally path-connected space lpcpXq in a universal way. This construction comes
from the realm of mathematics folklore and the author claims no originality in the
content of this article. This note1 is intended to be a learning resource for students
and researchers that provides detailed exposition on the elementary properties and
applications of the locally path-connected coreflection.

Coreflection functors are commonly used in topology, e.g. k-spaces [4, 16], locally
connected spaces [13], ∆-generated spaces [5, 7, 9], sequential spaces [11, 12, 17],
etc. Coreflection constructions are often useful because they take a space X, which
may not be an object in a desired subcategory C of Top and output an object
cpXq P C in the “most efficient way possible” simply by refining the topology of X.
This becomes particularly helpful when say a product X � Y of objects X,Y P C
with the product topology is not actually an object of C . Thus cpX � Y q becomes
the categorical product in C . When one learns that the product of two locally
path connected spaces (with the product topology) is still locally path connected,
it seems possible that the locally path connected category LC0 is better behaved.
However, LC0 is not closed under infinite products (unless the spaces themselves
are also path connected), equalizers, nor pretty much any other type of categorical
limit.

This article contains a detailed account of the “locally path-connected coreflec-
tion” of a space X, which we denote as lpcpXq. The earliest appearance of the
construction the author could find is in the 1957 paper [14] written by Gleason
and Palais. However, this construction was apprently known before this; on [14, p.
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634], Gleason and Palais state: “Most, if not all, of the results of this section are
known, but they belong to the realm of folk-theorems and are apparently not easily
available in the literature.”

More recently, lpcpXq has been studied, used, or mentioned by many authors,
e.g. [3, 2, 6, 10]. Inverse limits play a prominent role in the algebraic topology
of locally complicated spaces. However, inverse limits of locally path-connected
spaces need not be locally path connected. Within this context, the ability to
“make a space locally path connected” without giving up certain other properties
has become fairly important.

Regarding terminology: The construction we study here was not named in
[14] and currently does not necessarily have a standardized name or notation as-
sociated with it. However, terminology in [13] suggests Gleason and Palais might
have named it the “universal locally arcwise connected refinement.” Some authors

have referred to it as the “hat-space” construction pX [6], “Peanification” P pXq
(when combined with connectedness) [3], or more colloquially as the “local path-
connectification.” Other authors, not cited here, have simply pointed out its exis-
tence without giving it a name. All category theory books discuss adjoint functors,
e.g. [15], and some give reflections and coreflections special attention, e.g. [1]. How-
ever, the content of this article is likely too specific for any pure category theory
text. Since lpcp�q is just a specific case of the well-known concept of a coreflection
functor, we choose to use the descriptive, categorical terminology included in the
title. Personally, the author has found that placing lpcp�q in its broader cate-
gorical context has helped clarify its relationship to other, well-known coreflection
constructions.

2. Constructing lpcpXq

It is well-known that a topological space X is locally path-connected if and only
if every path component of every open set in X is open. We allow this fact to
motivate the construction of a new space denoted lpcpXq. Given a topological
space X, let BpXq be the set of path components of open sets in X. The results
of this section can be found in [14].

Proposition 2.1. BpXq is a basis for a topology on the underlying set of X.

Proof. Certainly every point of x is contained is some path component of X. Sup-
pose U1 and U2 are open in X and x P U1 X U2. Let Ci be the path component of
x in Ui for i P t1, 2u and C be the path component of x in the intersection U1XU2.
It suffices to show that C � C1 X C2. If c P C, then there is a path γ from c to x
in U1XU2. Since Ci is the path component of x in Ui, the path γ must have image
in both C1 and C2. Thus c P C1 X C2. �

Definition 2.2. Given a topological space X, let lpcpXq be the space with the same
underlying set as X and with the topology generated by BpXq. We refer to lpcpXq
as the locally path-connected coreflection of X or simply as the lpc-coreflection of
X.

In [3], lpcpXq is referred to as the universal lpc-space. When X is also path
connected, these authors refer to lpcpXq as the Peanification of X. See also [8]. In

[6], pX is used to denote lpcpXq.
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Remark 2.3. Since every open set in X is the union of its path components,
the topology of lpcpXq is finer than the topology of X. Equivalently, the identity
function id : lpcpXq Ñ X is continuous.

The following, is the most important property of lpcpXq.

Lemma 2.4. Suppose X is a space, Y is a locally path connected space, and f :
Y Ñ X is a function. Then f : Y Ñ X is continuous if and only if f : Y Ñ lpcpXq
is continuous.

Proof. Since the topology of lpcpXq is finer than that of X, one direction is clear.
Let f : Y Ñ X be a continuous function. To show that f : Y Ñ lpcpXq is

continuous, suppose C is the path component of an open subset U of X (so that
C is a basic open set in lpcpXq). Suppose y P Y such that fpyq P C. Since
f : Y Ñ X is continuous and U is an open neighborhood of fpyq in X, there is an
open neighborhood V of y in Y such that fpV q � U . Now since Y is locally path
connected, we may find a path connected open set W in Y such that y P W � V .
It suffices to check that fpW q � C. If w P W , then there is a path γ : r0, 1s Ñ W
from y to w. Now f � γ : r0, 1s Ñ fpW q � fpV q � U is a path from fpyq to fpwq.
Since C is the path component of fpyq in U , we must have fpwq P C. This proves
fpW q � C. We conclude that f : Y Ñ lpcpXq is continuous. �

Another way to think about this is in terms of hom-sets of continuous functions.
Here Top denote the category of topological spaces and continuous functions and
LC0 is the full subcategory of locally path connected spaces. Thus ToppA,Bq
denotes the set of all continuous functions A Ñ B and LC0pA,Bq � ToppA,Bq
when A and B are locally path connected.

Corollary 2.5. If Y is locally path connected, then the continuous identity function
id : lpcpXq Ñ X induces a bijection η : ToppY, lpcpXqq Ñ ToppY,Xq given by
composing a map Y Ñ lpcpXq with id : lpcpXq Ñ X.

Proof. Injectivity of η follows from the injectivity of the identity function and sur-
jectivity of η follows from Lemma 2.4. �

An important case of Lemma 2.4 is when we take Y � r0, 1s to be the unit
interval. In this case, the above corollary can be interpreted as the fact that X
and lpcpXq have the same paths and homotopies of paths. For one, if X is path
connected, then so is lpcpXq.

The original intent was to construct a locally path connected version of a space
X in an “efficient” way. Let’s continue to check that we’ve actually done this.
Although it may feel obvious that lpcpXq, this must actually be checked. Indeed,
if one performs the same construction for local connectedness (using connected
components of open sets), the resulting space need not be locally connected.

Proposition 2.6. For any space X, lpcpXq is locally path connected. Moreover,
lpcpXq � X if and only if X is locally path connected.

Proof. Suppose C is a basic open neighborhood of a point x P lpcpXq. By con-
struction of lpcpXq, C is the path component of an open neighborhood in X. It is
important to notice here that the subspace topologies with respect to the topologies
of X and lpcpXq may be different so we must check that C is path connected as a
subspace of lpcpXq.
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Let x, y P C. Then there is a path γ : r0, 1s Ñ X with image in C and also
γp0q � x and γp1q � y. Since γ : r0, 1s Ñ lpcpXq is also continuous (Lemma 2.4)
and has image in the subset C, we can conclude that x and y can be connect by a
path in the subspace C of lpcpXq. Thus C is indeed path connected as a subspace
of lpcpXq confirming that lpcpXq is indeed locally path connected.

For the second statement, it is now clear that if lpcpXq � X, then X is lo-
cally path connected. Conversely, if X is locally path connected, then according
to Lemma 2.4 that the continuity of the identity function X Ñ X implies the
continuity of the identity function X Ñ lpcpXq. We already knew the identity
lpcpXq Ñ X was continuous so the topologies of X and lpcpXq must be equal. �

Now that we know lpcpXq is, in fact, locally path connected, Corollary 2.5 turns
into the following theorem.

Theorem 2.7. If Y is locally path connected, then the continuous identity function
id : lpcpXq Ñ X induces a bijection η : LC0pY, lpcpXqq Ñ ToppY,Xq given by
composing a map Y Ñ lpcpXq with id : lpcpXq Ñ X.

2.1. Examples. On one hand, if X is already locally path-connected (including
any CW-complex, manifold, etc.) then lpcpXq � X. At the other extreme, we
have the following.

Example 2.8. If X is a totally path-disconnected space, such as Q, RzQ, an
ordinal, the Cantor set, a pseudoarc, etc., then lpcpXq is a discrete space.

Remark 2.9 (lpc separates path components). The path components of a locally
path connected space are open. Therefore, if tCj | j P Ju are the path com-
ponents of a space X, then lpcpXq �

²
jPJ lpcpCjq is the disjoint union of the

lpc-coreflections of the path components viewed as subspaces of X. Intuitively, lpc
separates the path components from each other.

For example, if T � A Y B is the closed topologist’s since curve with A �
t0u � r�1, 1s and B � tpx, sinp1{xqq | 0   x ¤ 1u, then lpcpT q is the disjoint union
A\B (Since A and B are already locally path connected themselves). In particular,
lpcpT q is the disjoint union of a closed interval and a half-closed interval (see Figure
1).

Figure 1. The closed topologist sine curve T (left) and its locally
path-connected coreflection lpcpT q (right).

For more enlightening examples, we now turn to path-connected, non-locally
path-connected spaces.
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Example 2.10 (Fan space). Given px, yq P R2, let Lpx, yq be the closed line seg-
ment from the origin to Lpx, yq. Take X � Lp1, 0q Y

�
nPN Lp1, 1{nq and notice

that X is not locally path-connected at any point px, 0q, 0   x ¤ 1 (see Figure 2).
Applying the locally path-connected coreflection has the effect of “moving” Lp1, 0q
away from the rest of the line segments so that the segments Lp1, 1{nq no longer
converge. Indeed, we can construct a homeomorphism from lpcpXq to the space
Lp1,�1{2q Y

�
nPN Lp1, 1{nq (see Figure 3), which maps Lp1, 0q to Lp1,�1{2q and

is the identity on each Lp1, 1{nq.

Figure 2. A compact “fan” space consisting of a sequence of
arcs, which meet at a point and converge to a (blue) limiting arc.
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Figure 3. An infinite wedge of arcs (with the metric topology).

For a real number r ¡ 0, let Cr � tpx, yq | px � rq2 � y2 � r2u be the circle of

radius r centered at pr, 0q. Additionally, if A � p0,8q, let CA �
¤
rPA

Cr.

Example 2.11. Let A �
 
1, . . . , 1� 1

4 , 1�
1
3 , 1�

1
2 , 2

(
. Then X � CA is a non-

locally path-connected, compact planar set (see Figure 4)

Figure 4.
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In the space lpcpXq, the circle C1� 1
n

no longer converge to C1. Indeed, we can

construct a homeomorphism lpcpXq � CB whereB �
 
1
2 , . . . , 1�

1
4 , 1�

1
3 , 1�

1
2 , 2

(
is discrete (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. The lpc-coreflection of the space in Figure 4

The spaces CA and CB are not homotopy equivalent. This shows that lpc does
not always preserve the homotopy type of a space.

3. A categorical viewpoint

3.1. lpc as a coreflection functor. The construction of lpcpXq is a special type
of functor called a coreflection function - the idea being that the category LC0 of
locally path-connected spaces is a subcategory of Top such that for every object of
Top there is a “most efficient” way to construct a corresponding object of LC0.

Definition 3.1. Suppose C is a category and D is a subcategory. We say D is
a coreflective subcategory of C if the inclusion functor D Ñ C has a right adjoint
R : C Ñ D called a coreflection functor.

If we break this definition down, the fact that R is right adjoint to the inclusion
means that for every object c of C, there is an object Rpcq of D and a morphism
η : cÑ Rpcq in C which induces a bijection

Cpd, cq Ñ Dpd,Rpcqq where f Ñ η � f

for every object d of D. This is precisely our situation: R � lpc and η � id :
lpcpXq Ñ X is the continuous identity.

Theorem 3.2. The functor lpc : Top Ñ LC0 is right adjoint to the inclusion
functor LC0 Ñ Top.

Proof. We’ve already confirmed that we have all the right ingredients. Let’s just
put them together. First, we check that lpc is a functor. We have left to see what
it does to morphisms. If f : X Ñ Y is a continuous function of any spaces, then
we may compose it with the continuous identity lpcpXq Ñ X to get a continuous
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function f : lpcpXq Ñ Y . Since lpcpXq is locally path connected, Lemma 2.4
guarantees that lpcpfq : lpcpXq Ñ lpcpY q is continuous (notice this is actually
the same function, it’s just the spaces have different topologies). Thus lpc is the
identity on both underlying sets and functions. From here it is more or less obvious
that lpc preserves identities and composition.

Now that we know lpc is a functor, Theorem 2.7 implies that lpc is, in fact, right
adjoint to the inclusion LC0 Ñ Top. �

The fact that lpc is a true coreflection functor is why we choose to refer to
lpcpXq as the locally path-connected coreflection of X. These categorical properties
are used in an important way in [2].

3.2. colimits in LC0. In the next two sections, we’ll see how colimits and limits
in the category LC0 are related to lpc.

A topological sum (or disjoint union) of locally path-connected spaces is locally
path connected. We have the following as an immediate consequence.

Proposition 3.3. If X �
²
jPJ Xj is a topological disjoint union of the spaces Xj,

then lpcpXq �
²
jPJ lpcpXjq.

In Top, coequalizers are constructed using quotient spaces. We show that this
agrees with what happens in LC0.

Lemma 3.4. Every quotient space of a locally path connected space is locally path
connected.

Proof. Let q : X Ñ Y be a quotient map where X is locally path-connected. Let
U be an open set in Y and C be a non-empty path-component of U . It suffices
to check that C is open in Y . Since q is quotient, we need to check that q�1pCq
is open in X. If x P q�1pCq � q�1pUq, then there is an open, path connected
neighborhood V such that x P V � q�1pUq. We claim that V � q�1pCq. Let v P V
and α : r0, 1s Ñ V be a path from x to v. Then q � α : r0, 1s Ñ qpV q � U is a
path from qpxq P C to qpvq. Since C is the path component of qpxq in U , the path
q � α must have image entirely in C. Thus α has image in q�1pCq. In particular,
αp1q � v P q�1pCq. �

By the Colimit Existence Theorem [15, §V.4], the colimit of any diagram F :
J Ñ Top is the coequalizer of a pair of parallel maps

²
u:jÑk F pjq Ñ

²
iPJ F piq.

Since coequalizers are quotient maps, the fact that coproducts and quotients of
locally path-connected spaces are locally path-connected spaces, implies that any
colimt of locally path-connected spaces in Top is locally path-connected.

Theorem 3.5. Colimits in LC0 agree with those in Top.

3.3. limits in LC0. Limits of locally path connected spaces behave much differ-
ently than colimits. The category LC0 is not even closed under products.

Example 3.6. The two point discrete space X � t0, 1u is locally path connected.
However, XN �

±
NX is homeomorphic to the Cantor set, which is not locally path

connected.

The following is a convenient exception. Usually this proof can be found as an
exercise in topology textbooks so we omit the proof.
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Figure 6. The one-dimensional earring space E1.

Lemma 3.7. A direct product of path-connected, locally path-connected spaces is
locally path connected.

Thus categorical products in LC0 agree with those in Top. Recall that the
equalizer of parallel maps f, g : X Ñ Y in Top the subspace Ef,g � tx P X |
fpxq � gpxqu of X.

Example 3.8. Here’s we’ll see an example of an equalizer of maps on locally
path connected spaces that is not locally path connected. Recall that C1{n � R2

is the circle of radius 1
n centered at p0, 1

n q so that E1 �
�
nPN C1{n is the one-

dimensional earring space (see Figure 6). Let `n : I Ñ E1 be a loop based at
e0 � p0, 0q that parameterizes the n-the circle C1{n. Taking K � I to be the ternary
Cantor set, let pa1, b1q, pa2, b2q, pa3, b3q, . . . be an enumeration of the connected
components of IzK. Define f : I Ñ E1 map fpKq � e0 and so that f |ran,bns is
a reparameterization of `2n�1. Similarly, define g : I Ñ E1 so that gpKq � e0
and g|ran,bns is a reparameterization of `2n. Thus f and g are loops in E1. They
agree on the Cantor set but otherwise, f maps to the odd loops of E1 and g maps
to the even loops of E1. We conclude that the equalizer of f and g in Top is
tt P I | fptq � gptqu � K and certainly the middle-third Cantor set is not locally
path connected.

Proposition 3.9. The equalizer of maps f, g : X Ñ Y in LC0 is lpcpiq : lpcpEf,gq Ñ
X where Ef,g � tx P X | fpxq � gpxqu and the inclusion i : Ef,g Ñ X give the
equalizer of f and g in Top.

Proof. Suppose f, g : X Ñ Y are parallel morphisms in LC0, i.e. of locally path
connected spaces. Let i : Ef,g Ñ X be the inclusion and lpcpiq : lpcpEf,gq Ñ
lpcpXq � X be the coreflection. Suppose Z P LC0 and k : Z Ñ X is a map
such that f � k � g � k. Since Ef,g is the equalizer in Top, there is a unique
map m : Z Ñ Ef,g such that i � m � k. Since Z is locally path connected,
lpcpmq : Z Ñ lpcpEf,gq is continuous by Lemma 2.4. Since i � lpcpiq as functions,
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we have lpcpiq � lpcpmq � k. The uniqueness of lpcpmq follows from that of m.

lpcpEf,gq
id // Ef,g

i // X
f
//

g
// Y

Z

m

OO

lpcpmq

ee

k

==

�

The Limit Existence Theorem now implies the following. In short, it says that
to take a limit in LC0, one must first take the limit in Top and then apply lpc in
the case that this limit is not already locally path connected.

Theorem 3.10. The limit of a diagram F : J Ñ LC0 is lpcplim k � F q where
k : LC0 Ñ Top is the inclusion functors and lim k � F is the limit in Top.

Example 3.11. If fn�1,n : Xn�1 Ñ Xn is an inverse system in Top where each
space Xn is locally path-connected, the inverse limit of this system in Top is the
subspace

limÐÝ
n

pXn, fn�1,nq �

#
pxnq P

¹
nPN

Xn | @n P N, fn�1,npxn�1q � xn

+
,

of
±
nPNXn. Although

±
nPNXn is locally path-connected, limÐÝnpXn, fn�1,nq often

fails to be locally path connected. Therefore, lpcplimÐÝnpXn, fn�1,nqq is the limit of

the inverse system pXn, fn�1,nq in LC0.
It is worth noting that if each space Xn is also path connected, the limit

limÐÝnpXn, fn�1,nq often fails to be path connected as well.

4. Algebraic Topology

In Example 2.11, we saw that lpc may change the homotopy type of a space.
Despite this fact, we will see in this section that lpc does preserve homotopy equiv-
alence between spaces and many other homotopy invariant properties (e.g. weak
homotopy equivalence).

Theorem 4.1. If f : X Ñ Y and g : Y Ñ X are (based) homotopy inverses, then
lpcpfq : lpcpXq Ñ lpcpY q and lpcpgq : lpcpY q Ñ lpcpXq are also (based) homotopy
inverses.

Proof. Suppose H : X�I Ñ X is a homotopy from idX to g �f and G : Y �I Ñ Y
is a homotopy from idY to f �g. Since lpc preserves products, the identity function
lpcpX � Iq Ñ lpcpXq� lpcpIq � lpcpXq� I is a homeomorphism. That is, lpcpX �
Iq � lpcpXq� I as spaces. With this observation made and recalling that lpc is the
identity on underlying functions, it is clear that lpcpHq : lpcpXq � I Ñ lpcpXq is a
homotopy from idlpcpXq to lpcpgq � lpcpfq. Similarly, lpcpGq : lpcpY q � I Ñ lpcpY q
is a homotopy from idlpcpY q to lpcpfq � lpcpgq.

Moreover, note that if H and G are basepoint-preserving homotopies, then so
are lpcpHq and lpcpGq (since they are equal to H and G as functions). �

Corollary 4.2. If X � Y , then lpcpXq � lpcpY q.

Corollary 4.3. If X is contractible, then so is lpcpXq.
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Figure 7. A non-compact, non-contractible space X with a con-
tractible locally path-connected coreflection. Only the endpoints of
the arcs have a limit in X; the dashed line indicates the “missing”
limit arc.

Example 4.4. The converse of Corollary 4.3 is not true. Recall that Lpx, yq
denotes the line segment in R2 from the origin to px, yq. If C � tpx, yq | y  
0, px � 1{2q2 � y2 � 1{4u and set X �

�
nPN Lp1, 1{nq Y C (see Figure 7). It is

tedious but possible to prove by contradiction that X is not contractible; However,
this fact does become clear from the fact that this space is shape equivalent to a
circle (in the sense of Shape Theory). However, the locally path connected lpcpXq
is contractible as it is homeomorphic to the space illustrated in Figure 3.

For based spaces pX,xq and pY, yq, let rpY, yq, pX,xqs denote the set of based
homotopy classes of based maps pY, yq Ñ pX,xq.

Theorem 4.5. If Y is locally path-connected, the identity function id : lpcpXq Ñ X
induces a bijection of homotopy classes rpY, yq, plpcpXq, xqs Ñ rpY, yq, pX,xqs.

Proof. Surjectivity follows directly from Lemma 2.4. Suppose f, g : pY, yq Ñ
plpcpXq, xq are maps such that f, g : pY, yq Ñ pX,xq are homotopic. Then Y � I
is locally path-connected and the homotopy H : Y � r0, 1s Ñ X is also contin-
uous with respect to the topology of lpcpXq. Thus we obtain a based homotopy
H : Y � r0, 1s Ñ lpcpXq between f, g : pY, yq Ñ plpcpXq, xq. This shows the
function on homotopy classes is injective. �

In the case that Y � S0 is the two-point space, we see that lpcpXq Ñ X induces a
bijection π0plpcpXqq Ñ π0pXq of path components. When Y � Sn is the n-sphere,
we get the following corollary.

Corollary 4.6. The identity function id : lpcpXq Ñ X induces an isomorphism
πnplpcpXq, xq Ñ πnpX,xq of homotopy groups for all n ¥ 1 and x P X.

Replacing maps on spheres with maps on the standard n-simplex ∆n, we see
there is a canonical bijection between singular n-chains in X and lpcpXq. This
means similar arguments give the same result for homology groups.
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Corollary 4.7. The identity function id : lpcpXq Ñ X induces isomorphisms
HnplpcpXqq Ñ HnpXq and HnpXq Ñ HnplpcpXqq of singular homology and coho-
mology groups for all n ¥ 0.

One of the limitations of standard methods in algebraic topology is that most
techniques do not apply to non-locally path-connected spaces. For instance, cov-
ering spaces of locally path-connected spaces are uniquely determined (up to iso-
morphism) by the corresponding π1 action on the fiber, but this convenience only
translates to very special types of non-locally path-connected spaces. As long as
the goal is to understand the homotopy and (co)homology groups of the space, and
not to characterize the homotopy type, the lpc-coreflection allows one to assume
the space in question is locally path-connected.

Definition 4.8. A space X is

(1) based semi-locally simply connected if for every point x P X, there is an
open neighborhood U of x such that the inclusion U Ñ X induces the
trivial homomorphism π1pU, xq Ñ π1pX,xq on fundamental groups.

(2) unbased semi-locally simply connected if for every point x P X, there is an
open neighborhood U of x such that every loop S1 Ñ U is null-homotopic
in X.

The reader may only be familiar with a single term “semilocally simply con-
nected.” Some authors may use either one of the above definitions for this term.
There is no harm in using either definition provided one works entirely within the
context of locally path-connected spaces. The following proposition has a direct
proof.

Proposition 4.9. If X is locally path-connected, then X is based semi-locally sim-
ply connected if and only if X is unbased semi-locally simply connected.

However, the two definitions diverge once one leaves the locally path connected
realm. The following example differentiating the two was brought to the attention
of the author by Greg Conner.

Example 4.10. Let W be the Warsaw circle constructed by connecting the two
components of the closed topologist’s sine curve with an arc. At the top of each
“hill” on the sine curve, we attach a circle so that the diameters of the circles
approach 0. The resulting space X (see Figure 8) is based semilocally simply con-
nected at all points, including p0, 1q, the point to which the circles limit. However,
X is not unbased semilocally simply connected at p0, 1q because any neighborhood
of p0, 1q has path components that contain loops, which are not null-homotopic
in X. The locally path-connected coreflection lpcpXq is homemorphic to the sub-
space of R2 which consists of the union of the ray r1,8q � t0u and the circles
px� nq2 � py � 1{4q2 � 1

16 , n P N.
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Figure 8. A path-connected, compact, planar set which is based
semilocally simply connected at all points but is not unbased at
p0, 1q, the limit point of circles.

Proposition 4.11. The following are equivalent for any space X:

(1) X is based semi-locally simply connected
(2) lpcpXq is based semi-locally simply connected.
(3) lpcpXq is unbased semi-locally simply connected.

Proof. (2) ô (3) is clear from Proposition 4.9. For (1) ñ (2), suppose X is based
semi-locally simply connected. Suppose x P X and U is an open neighborhood U
of x such that the inclusion U Ñ X induces the trivial homomorphism π1pU, xq Ñ
π1pX,xq. Let C be the path component of x in U . Then C is an open neighborhood
of x in lpcpXq. The inclusion f : C Ñ X induces a homomorphism j� : π1pC, xq Ñ
π1plpcpXq, xq � π1pX,xq which factors as π1pC, xq Ñ π1pU, xq Ñ π1pX,xq where
the later homomorphism is trivial. Thus j� is trivial.

For (2) ñ (1), suppose lpcpXq is based semi-locally simply connected and x P X.
Find an open neighborhood C of x in lpcpXq such that π1pC, xq Ñ π1plpcpXq, xq.
We can assume C is a basic neighborhood, so that C is the path component of an
open set U of X. If α : r0, 1s Ñ U is a loop based x, then it must have image in
C. Since α is null-homotopic in lpcpXq, it must be null-homotopic when viewed as
a loop in X. Thus π1pU, xq Ñ π1pX,xq is trivial. �

It’s an important fact from covering space theory that every path-connected,
locally path-connected and semi-locally simply connected X admits a universal

(simply connected) covering p : rX Ñ X.

Corollary 4.12. If X is path connected and semilocally simply connected, then

lpcpXq admits a universal space �lpcpXq and universal covering map p : �lpcpXq Ñ
lpcpXq.

The lpc-coreflection is perhaps even more useful when X does not admit a uni-
versal covering space.
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Definition 4.13. A map p : E Ñ X is a lpc-lifting map if

(1) E is non-empty, path connected, and locally path connected,
(2) for every based map f : pZ, zq Ñ pX,xq from a path-connected, locally

path-connected space Z and point e P p�1pxq such that f#pπ1pZ, zqq �

p#pπ1pE, eqq, then there exists a unique map rf : pZ, zq Ñ pE, eq such that

p � rf � f .

We will call p a generalized covering map if E is also locally path connected. If E
is locally path connected and simply connected, then p is a generalized universal
covering map.

In [2], these kinds of generalizations of covering maps were defined as a specific
case of a more general framework involving coreflective subcategories.

One problem with the notion of lpc-lifting maps is that they do not have a nice
classification up to homeomorphism. Indeed, it’s hard to check that for any path
connected, non-locally path-connected space X, the identity function id : lpcpXq Ñ
X is a unique-lifting map, which is not a homeomorphism.

However, generalized covering maps are classified up to homeomorphism in the
same way covering maps are because the total space E is assumed to be in the
category of spaces that p has unique lifting with respect to (namely path-connected,
locally path-connected spaces). Specifically, given two generalized covering maps
p : pE, eq Ñ pX,xq and p1 : pE1, e1q Ñ pX,xq, there is a unique homeomorphism
h : pE, eq Ñ pE1, e1q with p1 � h � p if and only if p#pπ1pE, eqq � pp1q#pπ1pE

1, e1qq
in π1pX,xq.

Example 4.14. Verifying the following implications is a nice exercise: for a map
p : E Ñ X of path-connected spaces, we have (1) ñ (2) ñ (3) where.

(1) p is a (Hurewicz) fibration with totally path-disconnected fibers,
(2) p is a lpc-lifting map,
(3) p is a Serre fibration with totally path-disconnected fibers.

Like with other kinds of fibrations, lpc-lifting maps are defined purely in terms
of lifting properties, they form a category with many nice properties. The locally
path-connected coreflection always allows one to promote an lpc-lifting map to a
generalized covering map.

Theorem 4.15. If p : E Ñ X is an lpc-lifting map, then p : lpcpEq Ñ X is a
generalized covering map.

Proof. By assumption, E is path connected and thus lpcpEq is path connected
and locally path-connected. Suppose f : pZ, zq Ñ pX,xq from a path-connected,
locally path-connected space Z and point e P p�1pxq such that f#pπ1pZ, zqq �
p#pπ1plpcpEq, eqq. Since the identity id : lpcpEq Ñ E induces an isomorphism on
fundamental groups, we have p#pπ1pE, eqq � p#pπ1plpcpEq, eqq. Since f#pπ1pZ, zqq �
p#pπ1pE, eqq and p : E Ñ X is an lpc-lifting map, there exists a unique maprf : pZ, zq Ñ pE, eq such that p � rf � f . Since Z is locally path-connected, Lemma

2.4 gives that rf : Z Ñ lpcpEq is continuous. Since this is the same underlying

function, uniqueness is clear and p � rf � f still holds for rf : Z Ñ lpcpEq. �

An inverse limit of path-connected spaces need not be path-connected. Hence,
if we have a diagram of maps fj : Ej Ñ Xj , j P J of path-connected spaces then
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the limit map f � limj fj : limj Ej Ñ limj Xj (formally this is a limit taken in
the arrow category of Top), then neither E � limj Ej nor limj Xj need to be
path-connected when they are non-empty. Since we wish for our spaces to be path-
connected (as we are looking at applications to algebraic topology), the standard
approach is to instead, used based maps. Pick e0 P limj Ej and let E0 be the
path component of e0 in E. Let X0 � ppE0q � limj Xj and x0 � ppe0q. Let
f0 : E0 Ñ X0 be the restriction of f to E0. Now, if ej is the projection of e0 in Ej
and xj � fjpej), the map f0 : pE0, e0q Ñ pX,x0q is the inverse limit of the diagram
of based maps fj : pEj , ejq Ñ pXj , xjq in the arrow category of consisting of based
maps of path-connected spaces. This reasoning implies the following.

Theorem 4.16. Based lpc-covering maps are closed under forming arbitrary limits.

Since we can apply the lpc-coreflection, this implies generalized covering maps
are also closed under forming limits in their arrow category. However, unless the
limit is a direct product, one must take the ordinary limit first and then apply lpc.

Theorem 4.17. Based generalized covering maps are closed under forming arbi-
trary limits.

5. Metrizability and Other Topological properties

5.1. lpc preserves metrizability. If X is metrizable, it is not entirely obvious
that lpcpXq must also be metrizable. It turns out the answer is “yes” but that we
might lose separability along the way. In this section, we’ll work through the details
of these claims. The author learned about these results from some unpublished
notes of Greg Conner and David Fearnley [6].

Theorem 5.1. [6] If X is path connected and metrizable, then there is a metric
inducing the topology of lpcpXq such that the identity function id : lpcpXq Ñ X is
distance non-increasing.

Proof. Suppose X is a space whose topology is induced by a metric d. Define a
distance function ρ on lpcpXq as follows: For any path α : r0, 1s Ñ X and t P r0, 1s,
let

`tpαq � dpαp0q, αptqq � dpαptq, αp1qq.

Observe that dpαp0q, αp1qq ¤ `tpαq for any t P I by the triangle inequality. Now let

`pαq � supt`tpαq | t P r0, 1su.

For points a, b P X, we define our distance function as

ρpa, bq � inft`pαq | α is a path from a to bu

Since dpa, bq ¤ `pαq for any path α from a to b, we get that dpa, bq ¤ ρpa, bq showing
that the identity lpcpXq Ñ X is non-increasing.

It remains to check that ρ is a metric which induces the topology of lpcpXq. Some
notation first: If α, β are paths in X such that αp1q � βp0q, then α�ptq � αp1� tq
denotes the reverse of α and α � β denotes the usual concatenation of paths:

α � βptq �

#
αp2tq 0 ¤ t ¤ 1{2

βp2t� 1q 1{2 ¤ t ¤ 1
.
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Notice that `pαq � `pα�q and given t P r0, 1{2s, we have

`tpα � βq � dpαp0q, αp2tqq � dpαp2tq, βp1qq

¤ dpαp0q, αp2tqq � dpαp2tq, αp1qq � dpβp0q, βp1qq

� `2tpαq � `1pβq

¤ `pαq � `pβq.

Given t P r1{2, 1s, we have

`tpα � βq � dpαp0q, βp2t� 1qq � dpβp2t� 1q, βp1qq

¤ dpαp0q, αp1qq � dpβp0q, βp2t� 1qq � dpβp2t� 1q, βp1qq

� `0pαq � `2t�1pβq

¤ `pαq � `pβq.

Thus, `pα � βq ¤ `pαq � `pβq. Now we can check that ρ is a metric.
If a � b, then we may take α to be the constant path at this point. Then `pαq � 0

showing ρpa, bq � 0. Conversely, if a � b, consider any path α : r0, 1s Ñ X from
a to b. Find 0   t   1 such that αptq R ta, bu. Then 0   dpa, bq ¤ `tpαq ¤ `pαq.
Since α was arbitrary, we have ρpa, bq ¡ 0. Symmetry ρpa, bq � ρpb, aq is clear
since for every path α from a to b, there is a unique reverse path α� from b to a
with `pαq � `pα�q. Suppose a, b, c P X. Let α be any path from a to b and β be
any path from b to c. Then there is a path α � β is a path from a to c such that
`pα � βq ¤ `pαq � `pβq. Therefore, ρpa, cq ¤ ρpa, bq � ρpb, cq finishing the proof that
ρ is a metric.

First, we show the metric topology induced by ρ is finer than the topology of
lpcpXq. Suppose U is an open set in X (with the topology induced by d) and C
is some path component of U . Let x P C. Find an ε-ball such that Bdpx, εq � U .
We claim that Bρpx, εq � C: if y P Bρpx, εq, then ρpx, yq   ε so there is a path
α : r0, 1s Ñ X from x to y such that `pαq   ε. Since dpx, αptqq ¤ `tpαq ¤ `pαq   ε
for all t P r0, 1s, we conclude that αptq P Bdpx, εq � U for all t. Since α has image
in U , we must have αp1q � y P C, proving the claim.

For the other direction, suppose Bρpx, εq is an ε-ball with respect to ρ. Pick
a point y P Bρpx, εq and let δ � ε � ρpx, yq. We claim that the path component
of y in Bdpy, δ{4q is contained in Bρpx, εq. Let α be a path in Bdpy, δ{4q such
that αp0q � y. It suffices to check that z � αp1q P Bρpx, εq. Notice that `tpαq �

dpy, αptqq � dpαptq, zq   δ
4 �

δ
2 �

3δ
4 for all t P r0, 1s. Thus `pαq ¤ 3δ

4 showing that
ρpy, zq   δ. We now have

ρpx, zq ¤ ρpx, yq � ρpy, zq   pε� δq � δ � ε

proving the claim. �

5.2. Separability.

Example 5.2. One thing to be wary of is that lpcpXq can fail to be separable
even if X is a compact metric space. For instance, let A be a Cantor set in r1, 2s.
Then we can use the construction of generalized wedges of circles in Example 2.11
to construct the planar set X � CA which is a compact metric space (and certainly
separable). This is a wedge of circles where the circles are parameterized by a
Cantor set. But lpcpXq is an uncountable wedge of circles (with a metric topology
- not the CW topology - at the joining point) and this is not separable. The general
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problem here is that there might be open sets of X which have uncountably many
path components.

For any given space Y , π0pY q will denote the set of path components of Y .

Theorem 5.3. [6] Let X be a metric space. Then lpcpXq is separable if and only
if X is separable and π0pUq is countable for every open set U � X.

Proof. If lpcpXq is separable, then since the identity function lpcpXq Ñ X is con-
tinuous and surjective, X is separable as the continuous image of a separable space.
Now pick a countable dense set A � lpcpXq and let U be a non-empty open set in
X. Now π0pUq is the set of path components of U . If C P π0pUq, then C is open in
lpcpXq and thus there is a point a P A X C. This gives a surjection from a subset
of A onto π0pUq showing that π0pUq is countable.

For the converse, if X is a separable metric space then it has a countable basis
B. Furthermore, we assume π0pBq is countable for every set B P B. Let C ��
BPB π0pBq be the collection of all path components of the basic open sets. Then

C is countable. If C is the path component of x in an open set U of X, then there
is a B P B such that x P B � U. Now if D is the path component of x in B, then
x P D � C where D P C . This shows C forms a countable basis for the topology
of lpcpXq. Since lpcpXq is metrizable (by Theorem 5.1), it is also separable. �

5.3. Some other topological properties.

Proposition 5.4. Suppose X is Hausdorff but not locally path connected. Then
lpcpXq is not compact.

Proof. If lpcpXq is compact, then id : lpcpXq Ñ X is a homeomorphism by the
Closed Mapping Theorem. �

Proposition 5.5. A space X is first countable at x P X if and only if lpcpXq is
first countable at x.

Proof. One direction is clear since the topology of lpcpXq is finer than that of X.
Suppose X is first countable at x. Let U1 � U2 � U3 � � � � be a neighborhood base
at x in X. Let Cn be the path component of x in Un. We check that tCnunPN is
a neighborhood base at x in lpcpXq. Let V be an open neighborhood of x in X.
Let D be the path component of x in V so that D is a basic open neighborhood of
x in lpcpXq. Find n such that Un � V . Then Cn � D. This proves tCnunPN is a
neighborhood base as desired. �

5.4. Topological groups. Since lpc preserves products in the sense that lpcpX �
Y q � lpcpXq � lpcpY q, it is reasonable to suspect that lpc will preserve algebraic
operations on spaces, e.g. those of topological monoids, groups, rings, etc. We’ll
focus on the group case here but other situations follow with similar arguments.

Theorem 5.6. [14] If G is a topological group, then lpcpGq is also a topological
group under the same operation.

Proof. Since lpcpGq andG have the same underlying sets, we impart lpcpGq with the
operation of G so that lpcpGq becomes a group. If inversion i : GÑ G, ipgq � g�1

is continuous, then so is the inversion function lpcpiq : lpcpGq Ñ lpcpGq. Similarly,
if µ : G � G Ñ G is continuous, then we have lpcpG � Gq � lpcpGq � lpcpGq and
the coreflection of µ is the continuous operation lpcpµq : lpcpGq � lpcpGq Ñ lpcpGq
for lpcpGq. �
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Example 5.7. If G � limÐÝnGn is an inverse limit of discrete (or totally path-

disconnected) groups, then G will be totally path-disconnected and thus lpcpGq is
G with the discrete topology. If G is a path-connected Lie group, then lpcpGq � G
since G is already locally path connected.
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